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I Conference Report Overview

ES11: the 23rd Annual Workshop on Electronic Structure Methods was held from June 6–9, 2011 at

the University of Pennsylvania. The local organizing committee (see Section II) led by PI Andrew

M. Rappe supervised the organization of the conference, before, during, and after the meeting

itself. The national organizing committee set the technical program of talks, and provided support

and advice in various ways. The conference was well-attended (see Section III). An important

feature of this conference was a series of panel discussions (see Section IV) to discuss the field of

electronic structure and to set new directions. The technical program was of extraordinarily high

quality (see Section V). The host institution, the University of Pennsylvania, provided a supportive

environment for this meeting (see Section VI).

Key aspects of this meeting are the low total registration fee ($295 including three nights’

lodging, meals, and conference registration) to encourage student participation, and (new this

year) poster awards (cash prize and invited plenary talk) to the three best student or postdoc

posters.
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II Organizing Committee

Local Organizing Committee

• Andrew M. Rappe (UPennsylvania)

• Ju Li (MIT)

• Eugene J. Mele (UPennsylvania)

• Ruth Pachter (Air Force Research Laboratory)

• Jeffery G. Saven (UPennsylvania)

• Joseph E. Subotnik (UPennsylvania)

National Organizing Committee

• Jerzy Bernholc (North Carolina State U)

• Roberto Car (Princeton U)

• David Ceperley (UIllinois Urbana-Champaign)

• James R. Chelikowsky (UTexas-Austin)

• Mei-Yin Chou (Georgia Institute of Technology)

• James Gubernatis (Los Alamos National Laboratory)

• Duane Johnson (Iowa State U)

• Steven G. Louie (UCalifornia Berkeley)

• Richard Martin (UIllinois Urbana-Champaign)

• Warren Pickett (UCalifornia Davis)

• Andrew M. Rappe (UPennsylvania)

• Cyrus Umrigar (Cornell U)

• David Vanderbilt (Rutgers U)
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III Attendees

The ES11 conference had 140 registered attendees, a nearly 75% increase over last year’s reg-

istration. In addition to domestic attendees, ES11 was attended by scientists from the United

Kingdom, Taiwan, China, and Italy. Registration was managed, by “regonline”, a software tool

offering credit-card registration and organization.

IV Panel Discussion

As an integral part of this conference, the attendees were welcomed to two panel discussions focused

on the future of electronic structure. Many esteemed attendees served as panelists, and the audience

asked questions actively.

IV.A Collaborative software building in the US:

Tom Clune, Peter Schultz, Gustavo Scuseria, Eric Walter, Natalie Holzwarth

Electronic structure code development in the wake of abinit Finding a sustainable way to in-

teroperate Coding standards / goal setting / testing / sharing

IV.B New functionality: Innovations maturing, ready for widespread use

Zhong Fang, Robert Harrison, Richard Martin, Lucia Reining, Ruth Pachter

IV.C Recognizing and rewarding tool building

Arun Bansil, Hai-Ping Cheng, Martin Head-Gordon, Peter Littlewood, Alan Wright

Ways to increase the profile of electronic structure methodology Publication Student awards

faculty hiring Faculty awards Methodology as fundable research

IV.D Fostering a community of methodology innovation

David Ceperley, Mei-Yin Chou, Henry Krakauer, David Vanderbilt, Lubos Mitas

Funding researchers to move from one methodology-focused group to another. Ceperley: ”how

should the national organization for simulation algorithm development be structured?”

V Technical Program

The conference featured talks by world leaders in electronic structure theory and methodology.

The talks were grouped into thematic categories, and these were augmented by experts in adjacent

fields.
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V.A New density functionals (part 1) and Climate Modeling

Gustavo Scuseria

Martin Head-Gordon

Tom Clune

V.B Experimental probes of electronic structure and orbital localization

Chris Murray

Xiaofeng Qian

V.C Electronic structure techniques for topological insulators

Charlie Kane

Arun Bansil

David Vanderbilt

V.D Quantum Monte Carlo (part 1) and DMFT

Ali Alavi

Sandro Sorella

Richard Martin

V.E Harnessing GPUs for efficient electronic structure computing

Ken Esler

Robert Harrison

V.F The GW method and correlated modeling of excitations

Georgy Samsonidze

Lucia Reining

Dario Rocca

V.G New density functionals (part 2) and QMC (part 2)

Zhong Fang

Lubos Mitas

Kathleen Schwarz

Henry Krakauer

Wirawan Purwanto
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VI Host Institution

The University of Pennsylvania is located in Philadelphia, PA, conveniently accessible to the en-

tire eastern seaboard via train, car, bus, and accessible nationally and internationally via PHL,

Philadelphia International Airport (8 miles from UPenn). This favorable location led to signifi-

cantly increased turnout over previous years’ meetings.

VI.A the meeting room and poster area

The scientific sessions, including the lectures and poster sessions were held in the air-conditioned

Chemistry building. The panel discussions were held in the common area of the residence hall,

which was convenient for attendees in residence.

VI.B on-site housing / facilities

ES11 participants were housed in single-occupancy air-conditioned dorm rooms with twin beds and

shared bathrooms down the hall. Linens, towels, soap and a drinking cup were provided in each

room.

VI.C dining area / meals

All Meals were be served in the air-conditioned Chemistry building and/or University of Pennsyl-

vania Museum.

VI.D internet, phone and computer access

All residence halls are equipped with Wireless and Ethernet connections. There is also a computer

room set up in the dormitory with ports and some computers to check email. Attendees were also

given internet access throughout the chemistry complex. No problems with internet access were

noted.

VI.E handicapped accessibility

The site is fully handicapped accessible.

VII Financial

The $10,000 support from the DOE was spent on conference event food charges, travel expenses

for invited speakers, and room rental charges.
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